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Introduction
Join Secret Atlas on a 12-day in-depth Antarctica cruise with an extended focus on wildlife viewing and
photography in Antarctic peninsula. This expedition is aimed at those wanting to spend the maximum
amount of unhurried time ashore observing wildlife and is suited for photographers and wildlife
watchers.
What makes this trip even more special is that our vessel takes just 48 guests, the smallest group size
in Antarctica. When you are ashore you will be in a small group of just 12 guests for an intimate wildlife
and photography experience. Traveling on a small expedition vessel gives us more Gexibility, more time
ashore and allows us to visit landing sites that the large cruise ships can’t visit.

Antarctica Cruise Highlights
Small group experience of just 48 guests, the smallest group size
available in Antarctica.

Encounter Antarctica’s wildlife including penguins, fur and leopard seals
and whales.

A rare opportunity to join a in-depth exploration of the Antarctic
Peninsula with extended time ashore to view and photograph wildlife.

This trip give you the maximum time ashore. All guests can Mt in the
Zodiacs and land at the same time, so no waiting time.

Explore key wildlife sites on the South Shetland Islands and Antarctic
Peninsula.

Numerous opportunities to photograph Antartica’s Icy and stunning
landscapes from the ship and shore.

Comfortable, and intimate ice-strengthened expedition vessel with sauna.

Led by highly experienced expedition leaders and photography guides.

The Voyage
Day 1 Welcome aboard! Depart Ushuaia, Argentina
Day 2 At Sea
Day 3 First landing on South Shetland Islands
Days 4 – 9 Exploring the Antarctic peninsula
Days 10 – 11 At Sea
Day 12 Arrive Ushuaia, Argentina

Download Brochure

Antarctica Cruise Day by Day

Day 1

0.20° N, 0.60° E

Ushuaia
Welcome to Ushuaia, Argentina, also known by its
nickname ‘The End of the World’. In the afternoon we
embark on the Polar Pioneer for the expedition of a
lifetime. This tough, ice-strengthened expedition vessel
will be our comfortable home and base for exploring
for the next 11 nights.
After settling into your cabin there will be a full safety
brieMng and an introduction from the expedition team.
You will meet the experts who will be your guides for
the duration of your voyage who have extensive
knowledge about Antarctica, the history, wildlife, and
geology.
In the afternoon we will sail through the Beagle
channel. It is the perfect time to spend time out on
deck wildlife watching and appreciating the
magniMcent landscapes of Patagonia.

0.30° N, 0.70° E

Days 2 to 3

Crossing the Drake Passage
As we sail south we will cross the famed Drake
passage that separates Antarctica from the South
American continent. It is the ideal time to spend time
on deck watching the dozens of wandering
albatrosses that circle the ship.
During these two days at sea, our experts will get you
excited for what lies ahead with a series of lectures on
the wildlife, history, and environment of Antarctica. As
we cross the Antarctic convergence zone the air will
chill and we will spend time on deck looking for the
Mrst icebergs and keeping a sharp lookout for whales
that are frequently sighted.
An amazing part of any Antarctica expedition is
sighting the land of the 7th continent for the Mrst time.

Days 4 to 9

0.50° N, 0.40° E

Exploring the Antarctic
Peninsula
The focus of this expedition is to spend the maximum
amount of time exploring in an unhurried way which is
only possible in a small group. Each day our expedition
team will make decisions about where to explore
based on the weather and sea ice conditions.
We will drop anchor in remote bays framed by icy
mountains. Our plan is to explore key wildlife sites on
the South Shetland Islands and the Antarctic
Peninsula. Here we will encounter penguin rookeries
up close. Gentoo’s, Adleie’s and Chin Straps are all
residents here. We aim to do shore landings twice a
day led by our expedition leaders. We will use the
Zodiacs for short cruises to explore the icy waters in an
intimate way. Keep an eye out for icebergs! There are
plenty here.
The nutrient-rich icy seas are home to an abundance
of wildlife including leopard, crabeater, Weddell and
elephant seals, Orcas, Minke, and Humpback Whales.
If the opportunity arises sometimes it is possible to
visit a scientiMc research station or historical site. As
with all expeditions, Gexibility is a must.
The beauty of an Antarctica cruise on Polar Pioneer is
that all our guests can Zodiac cruise or visit the shore
at the same time. The process of going ashore is much
more efMcient than a larger ship so our guests get to
spend more time exploring and less time waiting.

Days 10 – 11

0.50° N, 0.30° E

At Sea
After 7 nights of exploring Antarctica, we will sail
north towards Ushuaia. Our expedition team will
continue the educational presentations. It’s a good
chance to relax, warm up in the sauna and enjoy a
drink at the bar.
The expedition leader will do a recap of the voyage
and it is an opportunity to share moments and photos
with your fellow explorers.
As we approach the South American continent, if the
conditions allow, there may be a possibility to sight the
mystical Cape Horn before we make our way into the
Beagle channel.

0.20° N, 0.60° E

Day 12

Ushuaia
In the morning we arrive back at the port of Ushuaia.
After breakfast, we say our goodbyes after making
new friends and sharing a wonderful adventure
together.

The above itinerary is a guide only. A part of any
Antarctica cruise is the Gexibility to take advantage of
the weather and ice conditions. Our expedition leader
will make sure you see as much as possible.

Inside This Antarctica Cruise
Our trips are aimed at anyone with a passion for exploring the polar regions with a small group of like-minded
individuals on a comfortable small ship cruise and include :

Expedition Vessel With 48
Guests

Expedition Leader and Guide

We believe the best way to experience an
environmentally sensitive place such as Antarctica is
with a small group of travelers. New expedition cruise
ships now take up to 350 passengers, we believe smaller
is better.

An aspect of our journeys is to learn about the place you
are visiting. Our onboard guides are the core of what we
do and will share their passion and knowledge of
Antarctica throughout the trip. We offer the best guide to
guest ratio available.

Zodiac landing craft for shore
landings
Shore landings are the essence of every expedition and
your guides will take you exploring on a daily basis. The
vessel is equipped with landing craft that can be used to
reach remote beaches so you can experience the
wilderness Mrsthand.

Climate Compensated
Caring for the environment is what we do. For every trip
we run we plant trees in Greenland to offset the
emissions. As a member of AECO, we follow strict
guidelines to ensure minimal disturbance to wildlife and
natural sites.

Your Vessel
Expedition Motor Polar Pioneer

Step aboard Polar Pioneer a true polar expedition vessel
Polar Pioneer needs no introduction. She is a veteran expedition vessel with a proven track record exploring the polar
regions. She returns in 2022 with a full refurbishment.
We love this vessel because she was built for the polar regions and is a very strong and capable vessel to explore the
ice with. She takes just 48 passengers offering the lowest group numbers in Antarctica and South Georgia.
She has a large deck space with raised areas making her perfect for photography. She features a large passenger
saloon with bar, and an onboard sauna to warm up in after a day in the cold.
She is crewed by a team of experts with decades of experience navigating polar waters, and is an ideal vessel for
guests looking to go on a real expedition with an authentic expedition vessel.
There is accommodation for 48 guests across twins, triple cabins and suites. She is equipped with Zodiacs that can
accommodate all guests for shore landings and exploring.
The Polar Pioneer can transit open water crossings with ease and comfort due to its integrated dynamic water ballast
system, which guarantees a great reduction of rolling in heavy seas. As a result, Polar Pioneer is among one of the
most stable vessels currently in operations in the Polar regions.

Capable expedition vessel with highest ice class gives
the best chance of reaching the sea ice edge

Equipped with 5 x zodiacs for shore landings. All
guests can Mt in the Zodiacs together so no waiting to
go ashore.

Small group size of 48 guests ensures an intimate
experience

Large open deck space and raised areas for
photography

Large passenger saloon with bar

Expert team of crew and guides

Newly refurbished to a high standard with warm,
comfortable cabins

Boots provided for shore landings

Sauna

See Vessel

Dates and Prices
Prices quoted are per person. Twin and double cabins are based on double occupancy.
Download Brochure

1st January – 12th January 2024
Cabin Type

Persons per Cabin

Price per person

Triple Cabin with Shared Facilities

3

$10,995

Twin Cabin with Shared Facilities

2

$12,495

Twin Cabin with Private Facilities

2

$13,495

Mini Suite

2

$14,495

Captain’s Suite

2

$15,995

Cabins

Captain's Suite - Type A
For 2 Guests
Double bed
Ensuite shower and toilet
Lounge area with sofa
Located on deck 5
Windows
Corner desk & chair
Wardrobe
Cabins 501
22.5 m2

Mini Suite -Type B
For 2 Guests
Double bed
Ensuite shower and toilet
Lounge area with sofa
Located on deck 5
Windows
Corner desk & chair
Wardrobe
Cabins 502 & 503
16.8 m2

Twin with Private Facilities - Type C
For 2 guests
2 Lower twin beds
Ensuite shower and toilet
9.8 m²
Located on deck 4 & 5
Window
Wardrobe
Cabins 504 - 507, 400-401, 404 - 408

Twin with Shared Facilities - Type D
For 2 guests
2 Lower twin beds
Sink in room
9.8 m²
Located on deck 3
Porthole
Wardrobe
Cabins 302 - 310

Triple with Shared Facilities - Type E
For up to 3 guests
2 Lower twin beds and 1 bunk bed
Sink in room
10.2 m²
Located on deck 3
Porthole
Wardrobe
Cabins 300 & 301

Deck Plan

What Is Included / Not Included
D E PA R T U R E
LO C AT I O N

Ushuaia, Argentina

A R R I VA L
LO C AT I O N

Ushuaia, Argentina

TRIP STYLE

Exploration

P H YS I C A L R AT I N G

Easy

MAXIMUM GROUP
SIZE

48

A C C O M M O D AT I O N

Twin Cabins, Triple and Suites

D U R AT I O N

12 Days

TIME OF YEAR

January

I N C LU D E D

 Expert Antarctica Expedition Guide Team  Lectures on Antarctica
 Use of Zodiac (Dinghies) for shore landings and photography opportunities  Full Board (breakfast, lunch and dinner )
 Bedding and towels  Highly experienced Captain and Cook  Rubber boots for shore landings

N OT I N C LU D E D

Flights Travel and cancellation insurance Any additional expenses such as museum entry Alcohol and spirits
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